Creating a Turnitin Assignment

A new way to add Turnitin assignments to your course will be available as of Fall 2021. The following guide will demonstrate the new method.

1. Access the Build Content menu from any content area/folder/module in your course.
2. Select Turnitin Feedback Studio
3. Type the assignment details (Title, Instructions, Max Grade, Start Date, Due Date, Feedback Release date) in the Turnitin Feedback Studio.

*Use the Enable Peermark checkbox to turn on the peer feedback feature and make this a PeerMark Assignment.

Turnitin Assignment Settings

1. Use the Optional Settings to update
   a. Submission Settings
   b. What assignments are Compared Against
   c. Settings for the Similarity Report.

Submission Settings allow the instructor to:

- Change where papers are submitted
- Allow submission of any file
- Allow Late Submission
- Enable grammar checking
- Attach a Rubric
**Compare against** allows the instructor to choose whether to compare the submitted assignment to:

- Student paper repository
- Current and archived website content
- Periodicals, journals, and publications

**Similarity Report** settings deal with when similarity reports are generated:

- Immediately (no resubmission)
- Immediately (allow for resubmission until due date)
- On Due date (allow for resubmission until due date)

These settings also allow for:

- Student view of Similarity Reports
- Exclusion of bibliographic materials
- Exclusion of quoted materials
- Exclusion of small sources

Upon successful creation, the Turnitin Assignment will appear in your course where you created it.

**Grading Student Submissions**
Access grading interface by checking **“Needs Grading”**, clicking the assignment link, or using the Grade Center. From the Assignment Inbox you can View the originality report or provide grade and feedback.